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RENCONTRES INTERNATIONALES 
PARIS/BERLIN
New ciNema aNd coNtemporary art

Our contemporary visual culture is located at the interjection of esthetic, social and political 
questionnings of our times, and issues linked to the evolution of production and diffusion 
modes. Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin proposes to explore these practices and 
their evolutions. 

From 19 to 24 June in Berlin at the Haus der Kulturen der Welt, the Rencontres 
Internationales creates a space for discovery and reflection dedicated to moving image 
contemporary practices. 

Between new cinema and contemporary art, this unique platform in Europe offers a rare 
opening for contemporary audiovisual creation. documentary approaches, experimental 
fictions, videos, hybrid forms: the programme is the result of extensive research and 
invitations to signficant artists from cinema and contemporary art. 

The event offers an international programme gathering 120 works of 40 
countries.
 
By bringing together internationally renowned artists and filmmakers with young 
and emerging ones, the audience will attend indoor screenings, special events, video 
programmes, performances and discussions, in the presence of art centres and museums, 
curators, artists and distributors who will share with the audience their experience and 
views on new audiovisual practices and issues. 

The event is entry free.

Collaborations beside the Rencontres Internationales dates are developed with occasional 
screenings, temporary exhibitions and workshops on the invitation of museums, art centres, 
biennales and art schools in Europe and internationally. These include the National School 
of fine Arts in Paris, the National Museum of Contemporary Art in Bucharest, the Beirut 
Art Centre, the Cartagena Biennial, the Prague Triennial, the National Palace of Arts in 
Buenos Aires. These collaborations prolonge the Rencontres Internationales, enable to 
reach new audiences and to support artists through regular activities.

Nathalie hénon and jean-françois Rettig run and program Les Rencontres Internationales. 
furthermore they are invited curators in museums, art schools and art centres. They 
regularly take part in committees of institutions, such as in the past years at Institut 
français and ville de Paris. 
Nathalie hénon studied philosophy at Sorbonne university and Louvain-La-Neuve university 
where she also received the higher education agregation in philosophy. She teaches at 
Science-Po and Paris 3 university, develop a research on Law studies, is translator and 
literary critic. 
jean-françois Rettig studied philosophy at Sorbonne university, as well as esthetics, 
cinema and contemporary musicology. he has taught french and philosophy, and worked 
on international projects at danaé Art fondation. he is member of the french-german high 
Cultural Council, where he represented arts and multimedias fields from 2005 to 2009. 
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our 2018 edition will be hosting the French premiere of eija Liisa ahtila’s film “Studies on the ecology 
of drama”. projected on four screens surrounding the centrally placed spectator, the artist attempts 
to transcend human perception and challenges narrative conventions of mainstream fiction film. Kati, 
a Finnish actor who guides us through its 27 minutes, explores our relationship to nature. Featuring a 
juniper tree, a common swift, a horse, a butterfly and a group of acrobats, the work encourages us to 
imagine how the moving image can be used to explore the experience of non-human beings in this time 
of ecological crisis.

eiJa-LiiSa aHtiLa

eija-Liisa ahtila is a renowned Finnish filmmaker and contemporary visual artist, born in Finland in 
1959. She studied at the University of california, Los angeles, at the London college of printing 
and at the University of Helsinki. She has long been considered a master of the cinematic 
installation form. in 2011, the artist was appointed to the main jury of the Venice Film Festival 
and in 2013 she was the chairwoman of the Jury in Fidmarseille. She is currently doing her phd 
at the academy of Fine arts in Helsinki.

ahtila’s work is conceptually organized around the construction of image, language, narrative 
and space. Her earlier works dealt with unsettling human dramas of teenage sexuality, family 
relations, mental disintegration, and death. Her recent work tackles more profound and artistic 
questions where she investigates the processes of perception and attribution of meaning—at 
times through a cultural and existential thematic, like colonialism, faith, and post-humanism.

ahtila’s work has received many awards including the arte award for Best european Film 
at the international Short Film Festival oberhausen; the Great prize Fiction at Vila do conde 
international Short Film Festival, and the Best Nordic Short Film at Nordisk panorama. 

Her crafted work was showed in some of the most prominent contemporary art museums and 
festivals including the Guggenheim, Bilbao; monderna museet, Stokholm; dHc/art Foundation 
for contemporary art, montreal; Jeu de paume paris; the museum of modern art, New york; 
museo d/arte moderna e contemporanea, Bolzano, italy, and tate modern, London. 
Her short films have also been shown at major festivals throughout the world, including Berlin 
international Film Festival, Sundance Film Festival, and Venice international Film Festival.

© Eija-liisa ahtila

GermaN premiere

EiJa-Liisa aHTiLa
stUdies ON tHe eCOLOgy Of drAmA 
FiNLaNd
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GermaN premiere

Rosa BaRBa
frOm sOUrCe tO POem
itaLy

rosa Barba’s 35mm film “From Source to poem” was shot in the United States, and features images 
from the largest media archive worldwide, the packard campus for audio-Visual conservation of the 
Library of congress, located in culpeper, Virginia. the film is an invitation to think about the spaces 
in which history and cultural production are preserved in order to be passed on to future generations. 
through her work, the artist investigates what could be seen as the cultural legacy of twentieth-century 
western civilization. 

roSa BarBa

rosa Barba was born in 1972 in agrigento, italy. She studied at the academy of media arts in cologne 
and the rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunsten in amsterdam, and is currently based in Berlin. the 
artist experiments with the language of cinema and sculpture, reflecting on the poetic qualities of the 
natural and human landscape, exploring the idea of place as a vessel of memory, and dismantling the 
notion of linear time. the artist combines striking images with fragments of text and scenarios where 
past and present intertwine. 

She has had solo shows at many art institutions, including: Secession, Vienna; malmö Konsthall, malmö 
(2017); NBK, Berlin; cacp musée d’art contemporain de Bordeaux; Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt (2016); 
mit List Visual arts center, cambridge, ma; empac, rensselaer polytechnic institute, troy, US (2015); 
Bergen Kunsthall, Bergen (2013); Kunsthaus Zürich; Jeu de paume, paris (2012); mart museo d’arte 
moderna e contemporanea di trento e rovereto, rovereto (2011); tate modern, London; and museo 
Nacional centro de arte reina Sofía, madrid (2010).

as an acclaimed artist, Barba has also taken part in many international festivals, including the international 
art exhibition of La Biennale di Venezia (2015, 2009, 2007), the Bienal de São paulo (2016), the Biennale 
of Sydney, the Berlin Biennale (2014), and the Liverpool Biennial (2010).

Her films, installations and sculptures have won numerous awards, many of them at film festivals such 
as the curtas Vila do conde international Film Festival, ann arbor Film Festival (2016) and cpH:doX 
copenhagen (2015), the piac prix international d’art contemporain of the Fondation prince pierre de 
monaco (2015), and the Nam June paik award (2010).

© Rosa Barba
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GermaN premiere

Louidgi BELTRamE
eL BrUJO
FraNce

“el Brujo” (the sorcerer in spanish) is a trip throught space, time and language, transposing in an 
archaeological landscape on the peruvian coastline, truffaud’s “Les Quatre cents coups” (1959). in 
this video, Jean-pierre Léaud, iconic actor of the Nouvelle Vague and original interpreter in “Les Quatre 
cents coups”, wanders in the streets of paris, while in peru, the healer who embodies antoine, rushes 
towards the seashore. 

LoUidGi BeLtrame

Louidgi Beltrame was born in 1971 in marseille and now lives in paris. He studied at the ecole supérieur 
d’art et de design marseille-mediterranée, the Fresnoy - Studio national des arts contemporains, and 
la Villa arson in Nice. Beltrame is a growing artist in the contemporary art scene and has won the Sam 
prize for contemporary art in 2014. 
 His work is based on documenting modes of human organization throughout the history of the 20th 
century. He travels to sites defined by a paradigmatic relation to modernity: Hiroshima, rio de Janeiro, 
Brasilia, chandigarh, tchernobyl or the mining colony of Gunkanjima, over the sea off Nagasaki. His 
films - based on the recording of reality and the constitution of an archive - appeal to fiction as a possible 
way to consider History.

the artist has exhibited in many places, namely at the palais de tokyo (2006/2016), the centre d’art 
contemporain de chelles (2010), the musée d’art moderne et contemporain, Strasbourg (2008), the 
pinchuk art center, Kiev (2007), l’atelier de Jeu de paume, paris (2006), the musée d’art conemporain 
de Val-de-marne, France (2005), the centre Georges pompidou, paris (2005).

© Louidgi Beltrame
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© Sebastian Diaz Morales

GermaN premiere

sEBasTian diaz moRaLEs
PAsAJes iV
arGeNtiNa

presented at the 57th La Biennale di Venezia in 2017, ‘’pasajes iV’’ explores Sebastian diaz morales’ 
homeland, patagonia, by crisscrossing this territory in the search of the differences on the landscape. 
with a character as a guide, the artist unites different territories disconnected in its geography, as essential 
pieces of a puzzle to understand this region’s present. through his abstract or fantasy-inflected way of 
representing social realities, the artist transports us to a somewhat surreal world. 

SeBaStiaN diaZ moraLeS

Born in 1975, Sebastian diaz morales attended the Universidad del cine de antin in argentina, the 
rijksakademie in amsterdam. He has also won residency awards from the Guggenheim Fellowship 
(New york, USa, 2009), Le Fresnoy Studio des arts contemporains (tourcoing, France, 2004), and 
mondriaan Foundation (amsterdam, Holland, 2001). 

His work waves between documentary making, epic film, science fiction and experimental film. the 
artist explores the relationship between large-scale socio-political power dynamics and individual action 
in works which create a sense of uneasiness for the viewer.

diaz morales uses a number of different formal strategies to create his videos, ranging from the digital 
manipulation of appropriated news clips to lengthy, film-like narrative works made from footage filmed 
by himself. influenced by South american avant-garde cinema, documentary approaches and art films, 
he has developed an unmistakable style. He repeatedly taps into the possibilities opened up by digital 
processing: the original video sequences become raw material for a practice that dissects the image 
and recomposes it. the backdrop to his most recent works is set by plumbing the depths of how 
images can be read and how they relate to or reproduce reality. 

the artist has held solo exhibitions at the ecole de Beaux arts (rouen, France, 2008), carlier Gebauer 
(Berlin, Germany, 2007), Fundación miró (Barcelona, Spain, 2006), attitudes Gallery (Geneva, 
Switzerland, 2005), Le plateau (paris, France, 2005), Kunst werke (Berlin, 2004), and tate modern, 
(London, england, 2004), among others. 
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GermaN premiere

LassE Lau
stem - sOUNd frOm tHe trOPiCAL
deNmarK

“Sound of the tropical (Stem)” is the result of a collaboration between the danish filmmaker Lasse 
Lau and the German sound artist max Schneider. the two artists sound recorded unique plants to 
investigate their displacement in migration and morphology, as well as botanical gardens in decay. the 
film explores some of the post-colonial environmental ramifications of transfer into new subjectivities of 
the “other.”  

LaSSe LaU

Lasse Lau, born in denmark in 1974, is a filmmaker, a video artist, and the winner of the Nordic:dox 
award 2018 for his film Lykkelænder.  He studied at the media art department at Funen art academy 
in denmark, at the Hochschule der Künste in Berlin, and at the whitney museum of american art 
independent Study program in New york. His films deal with socio-economic issues, the negotiation 
of conflicts and the notion of space through the language of film. Lau seeks to utilize aesthetics as a 
framework that can open dialogical paths.

the artist’s work was completed by max Schneider, sound art teacher at the Hochschule für Grafik und 
Buchkunst Leipzig, and founding member of the sound design agency aconica. 
as a freelance sound designer, Schneider works for contemporary artists and experimental filmmakers, 
festival producer and curator. His work today focuses on sound design methodology at the heart of 
applied functional sound design production.

Lasse Lau has exhibited in a wide range of museums and galleries including westfälischer Kunstverein 
(münster, Germany), Hamburger Bahnhof (Berlin, Germany), aarhus art museum (aarhus, denmark), 
Brandts Klædefabrik (odense, denmark), museum of contemporary art (Zagreb, croatia), the turin 
Biennial of contemporary art (turin, italy), contemporary museum (Baltimore, USa) and moma pS1 
(New york, USa). 

co-founder of Kran Film collective and member of the editorial Selection Board at the danish Film 
institute Video workshop 2001-02, he also works with New york based artist group camel collective.

© Lasse Lau
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BerLiN premiere

LauRE PRouvosT
dit LeArN
FraNce

the turner prize-winning artist Laure prouvost will be showing her work “dit LearN” in which the viewer 
is enticed into an abstract, pre-verbal condition,  to rediscover the learning of language, words and their 
associated meanings. with a fast-paced procession of objects and images, an accompanying aural 
and written narrative directly implicates the viewer. «yoU are 6 miNUteS Late... yoU are GoiNG 
to dit-LearN». through her work, the artist tries to challenge conventional systems of linguistics and 
representation.
Laure prouvost is nominated for the French pavillion of the 58th Venice Biennale in 2019.

LaUre proUVoSt

Laure prouvost was born in croix, near Lille, France, in 1978. after graduating from high school, she 
studied plastic arts and entered the Saint Luc de tournai institute, Belgium. in 1999, she went to 
London to study at central Saint martins college of art and design (cSm) and settled in the capital. She 
became the assistant of conceptual artist John Latham, who taught at cSm until 1966. She then then 
to Goldsmiths, University of London where she obtained her mFa.

winner of the turner prize, Laure prouvost is known for her lush, immersive films and mixed-media 
installations. interested in confounding linear narratives and expected associations among words, 
images, and meaning, she has said that in her works “fiction and reality get really tangled.” at once 
seductive and jarring, her films are composed of a rich, almost tactile assortment of pictures, sounds, 
and spoken and written phrases, which appear and disappear in quick, flashing cuts. 

Her work was exhibited at the tate Britain in 2011, then at the whitechapel Gallery in Londonand the 
images Festival in toronto in 2012. 
in 2013, her work was presented at the Lyon Biennial and at the institute for contemporary arts in 
London. in 2014, she set up a display at the Grand palais for the Fiac (international contemporary art 
Fair). Her work was also exhibited at danspace in New york and at the Laboratorio arte alameda in 
mexico city the same year. in 2016, her work wasdisplayed at the Kunstmuseum Luzern in Switzerland, 
the museum of modern art (mmK) in Frankfurt, and the red Brick museum in Beijing.
in 2009, she won the eaSt international award. in 2011, she won the max mara prize for women, 
thanks to which she obtained a residency at the British School in roma and at the pistoletto Foundation 
in Biella. in 2013, she won the turner prize with her film «wantee».

© Laure Prouvost
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presented at the 57th La Biennale di Venezia in 2017, the narrative sound and video installation 
“Laboratory of dilemmas” will be displayed by George drivas in our 2018 edition. the artist’s work is 
based on aeschylus’ theatre play iketides (the Suppliant women), and addresses the anguish and 
confusion of individuals and social groups when called upon to address sociopolitical issues. projected 
on screens and installations and divided into three parts: the Upper Level, the Lower Level/Labyrinth and 
the Screening room, his work turns the Greek pavilion into an allegory of today’s scientific, geopolitic 
and demographic issues with a clear allusion to migratory flows.

GeorGe driVaS

George drivas completed an ma in Film and media studies at the Freie Universitaet in Berlin, after doing 
his bachelor in political Science and public administration at the National and Kapodistrian University of 
athens. 

the artist makes films combining texts, videos and photographs. through his camera, the artist seems 
to hide from his subjects. He focuses his narrative on the relation of the individual to society, addressing 
themes such as social integration, alienation, promisses, desillusion.

He is the recipient of numerous awards namely the Best experimental Film award at London Greek 
Film Festival, London, UK (2010); Special mention at “Strange Screen”, experimental Film and Video 
Festival, macedonian museum of contemporary art, thessaloniki, Greece (2009); 2nd prize at Vii media 
art Forum, XXVii moscow international Film Festival, moscow, russia (2006); 2nd prize at the Zebra 
international poetry Film Festival, Berlin, Germany (2002) and Jury award for experimental Short Film at 
the New york expo, Ny, Ny (2002).

the artist’s work has also been featured as a  Solo Show at the Galleria Nazionale, rome, italy, (2017) and 
the National museum of contemporary art, athens, Greece (2009); as a tribute to him at the athens’s 
international Film Festival (2014), and as part of a group exhibition or festival among others in “aNtidoroN- 
the emSt collection”, documenta 14, Kassel, Germany (2017), “as rights Go By”, Group Show, Q21 
international, museumsQuartier Vienna, austria (2016), Festival du nouveau cinéma, montreal, canada, 
(2015), “future past – past future”, Group Show, transmediale Festival, Berlin, Germany (2014), “art 
projections”, thessaloniki Biennale of contemporary art (2013), “Hybrid Stories”, Group Show, National 
museum of contemporary art, athens, Greece (2013), “melancholy in progress”, Video art exhibition, 
Hong-Gah museum, taipei city, taiwan (2012), “FiLe”, electronic Language international Festival, FieSp 
cultural center, Sao paulo, Βrazil (2012), “annual exhibition”, Group Show, center on contemporary 

© George Drivas

GermaN premiere

gEoRgE dRivas
LABOrAtOry Of diLemmAs
Greece
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art, Seattle, USa (2012), “Les rencontres internationales: New cinema and contemporary art”, centre 
pompidou, paris, France, “polyglossia”, onassis cultural centre, athens, Greece (2011), “ecU”, 
european independent Film Festival, paris, France (2010); “digital wave”, thessaloniki international Film 
Festival, thessaloniki, Greece  (2009); “transexperiences Greece” at Space 798, Beijing, china (2008); 
“young Greek artists – in present tense” at the National museum of contemporary art, athens, Greece 
(2008); “Les Jeunes cinéastes d’aujourd’hui” at the centre pompidou, paris, France (2007); media art 
Forum, XXVii moscow international Film Festival, moscow, russia (2006); poetry international Festival, 
rotterdam, Netherlands (2003); and dactyl Foundation for the arts and Humanities, Ny, Ny (2002).

George drivas’s work is part of the athens’s National museum of contemporary art (emSt) collection.



PRaCTiCaL inFoRmaTion/

sCHedULe
From June 19 to 24, 2018
tue. 19: from 7pm 
wed. 20: at 2pmn 3.30pm, 5pm, 7pm, 9pm
thu. 21: at 2pm, 3pm, 5pm, 6pm, 8pm, 9.30pm
Fri. 22: at 2.pm, 3pm, 4pm, 5.30, 7pm, 9pm
Sat. 23: at 1pm, 2pm, 4pm, 5.30pm, 7pm, 9pm
Sun. 24: at 1pm, 3pm, 5pm

Screenings, video exhibition, panel discussions, forum

ONLiNe
detaiLed proGramme From JUNe 1St oN www.art-actioN.orG
emaiL to iNFo@art-actioN.orG



tiCKetiNg
tHe eNtire proGramme iS eNtry Free
witHiN tHe Limit oF aVaiLaBLe SeatS

Address
Haus der Kulturen der welt
John-Foster-dulles allee 10, 10557 Berlin
Subway: S5, S7, S9, S75, Hauptbahnhof station
Free entry (within the limit of available seats)

VeNUe
the Haus der Kulturen der welt is a place for international contemporary arts and a forum for current 
developments and discourse. Located in Berlin, it presents artistic productions from around the world, 
with a special focus on non-european cultures and societies. Visual arts, music, literature, performing 
arts, film, academic discussions and digital media are all linked in an interdisciplinary programme 
that is unique in europe. in a time when local and national issues are inextricably tied to international 
developments, the Haus enables the voices of the world to be heard in their great diversity and gives 
them a productive place in the inner-societal dialogue.
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PaRTnERs/

Haus der Kulturen der welt, Senatskanzlei Berlin, institut Français, Ville de paris, pro Helvetia Swiss arts 
council, embassy of portugal in Berlin, camões Berlim, representation of the Government of Québec, 
mondriaan Fund, canada council for the arts, Flanders State of the art - Flemish authorities, italian 
cultural institute Berlin, polish institute Berlin, embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, ministry of 
culture of Luxembourg, embassy of Spain, British council, embassy of Switzerland in Federal republic 
of Germany, Zitty, arte. 

Schweizerische Botschaft in der

 Bundesrepublik Deutschland
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myer’s Hotel Berlin
metzer Str. 26 - 10405 Berlin
tel: +49 (0)30 - 440 140
[email] info@myershotel.de
[web site] www.myershotel.de

moxy Berlin Humboldthain Park
Hochstraße 2 - 13357 Berlin
tel: +49 (0) 30 68 40 500
[email] reservation@moxyhumboldthain.de
[web site] www.moxyhumboldthain.de

Hotel Tiergarten Berlin
alt-moabit 89 - 10559 Berlin 
tel: +49 (0)30 - 399 896
[email] info@hotel-tiergarten.de
[web site] www.hotel-tiergarten.de

art’otel berlin mitte 
wallstraße 70-73 -10179 Berlin
tel: +49 (0) 30 240 620
[email] abminfo@artotels.com
[web site] www.artotels.com

novotel Berlin mitte
Fischerinsel 12 - 10179 Berlin
tel: +49(0) 30 206 74 0
[email] h3278@accor.com
[web site] www.novotel.com/3278

arte Luise Kunsthotel 
Luisenstr. 19 - 10117 Berlin 
tel: +49 (0)30 - 284 480 
[email] info@luise-berlin.com
[web site] www.luise-berlin.com

HoTELs/
visiT us in BERLin
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www.myershotel.de

Metzer Straße 26
10405 Berlin

Prenzlauer Berg
Tel.: +49 (0)30 - 440 140


